I am not a member of any Grange, but have heard much about them, and I believe they are doing something out west. I have been a member of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows for about six years and have found something that interested me. I am interested in poultry raising and have been rearing chickens for several years. I believe in the Grange movement and wish to express my views on the subject. My name is Edwin J. Phelps, and I reside at White, N. Y. I am also trying to start a Grange in this community, and I feel that the Grange movement is going to be successful here.

P. M. it is understood that something has been done to prevent our hall being used for meetings of the Grange. I wish to state that I have not been able to find out exactly what has been done, but I will make every effort to find out. I think it is unfair to prevent the use of our hall for meetings of the Grange, and I will do everything in my power to help the Grange movement.

J. T. COBB, Assistant Steward.

GRANGE VISITOR.

THE FARMER IS OF MORE CONSEQUENCE THAN THE FARM, AND SHOULD BE FIRST IMPROVED.

COLDWATER, MICH., AUGUST 1, 1886.

OFFICIAL DIRECTORY.

Price List of Supplies.

MICHIGAN STATE GRANGE, and Manufacturing and Mechanic Association, with stock including the stock of the Michigan Grange.

NAME OF MEMBER. PLACE OF RESIDENCE. AGE. DEDICATED TO. DEGREE. LICENCED TO. NAME OF GRANGE. STOCK.

E. FOSTER, Port Austin, 4th Degree, for Union Grange, Port Austin, Michigan.

P. H. GOELTZENCLEUCHTER, Birch Run, 4th Degree, for Saginaw County.

J. T. COBB, Assistant Steward.

Lecturer.

"For Fifth Degree, for Pomona Schoolcraft, Mich."

Assistant Steward.

Lecturer.

"For Fourth Degree, for Pomona Schoolcraft, Mich."

Treasurer, with stub, well bound.

Treasurer, with stub, well bound.

Secretary.

"For Fourth Degree, for Pomona Schoolcraft, Mich."

Secretary.

"For Fourth Degree, for Pomona Schoolcraft, Mich."

S. A. Gibson, 4th Degree, for Union Grange, Port Austin, Michigan.

GEO. B. HORTON, Fruit Ridge, 4th Degree, for Lenawee County.

FRANK H. DYER, Ferris, Montcalm County.

W. H. H. LEWIS, Burkhart, 4th Degree, for Union Grange, Port Austin, Michigan.

I. D. PLATT, Chelsea, 4th Degree, for Union Grange, Port Austin, Michigan.

FRANK H. DYER, Ferris, Montcalm County.

JAMES A. MARSH, Constantine, 4th Degree, for St. Joseph County.

JOHN WOODMAN, Paw Paw, 4th Degree, for Van Buren County.

BRONSON TURNER, Flushing, Genesee County.

THOMAS MAR, Berrien Center.

A. A. CROZIER, Ithaca, N. Y.

AUGUST 1, 1886.

Lecturer.

"For Fourth Degree, for Pomona Schoolcraft, Mich."

Lecturer.

"For Fourth Degree, for Pomona Schoolcraft, Mich."

J. L. COBB, 4th Degree, for Union Grange, Port Austin, Michigan.

J. W. BELKNAP, Greenville, 4th Degree, for Union Grange, Port Austin, Michigan.

JOHN WOODMAN, Paw Paw, 4th Degree, for Van Buren County.
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                                                 THE GRANGE VISITOR,
together on so many different occasions and the result is that we shall have all made such an improvement in our lives as to have a plain sense of the true and the false, of the good and the evil. The farmer's day is all that we need, and it is only a matter of time and change for the better in the condition of the farmer. When the farmer has the power to change for the better, when the great educator, will make him and all his interests into everlasting remembrance. The farmer is the object of your lives. It is only in the nature of things that the farmer is to be charitable to the man who yet may be in the picture or on the wall, and with the lifting up of the nation among us, and with the lifting up of the nation, the idea that "any calling can be a profession" is renewed. And with nothing to hope for or gain, the farmer is the object of your lives, not only of his stock, but of all the other classes of society, who are like them. And with the lifting up of the nation, the idea that "any calling can be a profession" is renewed. And with nothing to hope for or gain, the farmer is the object of your lives, not only of his stock, but of all the other classes of society, who are like them. And with the lifting up of the nation, the idea that "any calling can be a profession" is renewed. And with nothing to hope for or gain, the farmer is the object of your lives, not only of his stock, but of all the other classes of society, who are like them. And with the lifting up of the nation, the idea that "any calling can be a profession" is renewed. And with nothing to hope for or gain, the farmer is the object of your lives, not only of his stock, but of all the other classes of society, who are like them. And with the lifting up of the nation, the idea that "any calling can be a profession" is renewed. And with nothing to hope for or gain, the farmer is the object of your lives, not only of his stock, but of all the other classes of society, who are like them. And with the lifting up of the nation, the idea that "any calling can be a profession" is renewed.
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AT 50 CENTS PER ANNUM
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Editor and Manager.

Published at, and for sale by

SCHUBERT & CO.,

Henry C. Schubert, Manager.

Single copy, six months $1.00
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To all whom it may concern:

We will send the VICTOR to any address.

That the thirty-first day of May, 1896

Entered at the Post Office of Columbia, Missouri, as Second Class Mail.

To Subscribers:

Rest assured that if our paper be ever in your hands, we shall make no attempt to sell you any thing not worth your money. We are prepared to undertake the publication of any subject referred to us, whenever it shall be necessary to do so. For the satisfaction of the public the present volume is corrected in a general manner, and we specially solicit the advice of our subscribers, that we may correct and improve our paper in future issues.

We have no doubt that the topics presented in these pages will be of interest to you. We are prepared to undertake the publication of any subject referred to us, whenever it shall be necessary to do so. For the satisfaction of the public the present volume is corrected in a general manner, and we specially solicit the advice of our subscribers, that we may correct and improve our paper in future issues.

A Visit to the Country.

Sitting at the table in a corner of our hotel, we are in possession of the most deliciously sweet and fragrant tea. The warmth of the sun brings up the sweetest and the most fragrant scent of the tea. And this scent is the wettest and the most fragrant we have ever had. To satisfy the public the present volume is corrected in a general manner, and we specially solicit the advice of our subscribers, that we may correct and improve our paper in future issues.

A Visit to the Country.

Sample copies of this address.

They are on their way to us at the present moment.

Entered at the Post Office of Columbia, Missouri, Second Class Mail.

Farmers and Politics.

While the Americans are thinking of the next November and the printed policies are rising up the chances of it, the farmers are thinking of the things that happen to them. They are thinking of the things that happen to them. And, beyond the shadow of a doubt, the farmers are the ones that are thinking of the things that happen to them. They are thinking of the things that happen to them.

Farmers and Politics.

This co-operation in a primitive way has brought to the farmers what they have been thinking of for years. This co-operation in a primitive way has brought to the farmers what they have been thinking of for years.

Farmers and Politics.

Yes, the farmers of Michigan? They have been thinking of this co-operation in a primitive way for years. This co-operation in a primitive way has brought to the farmers what they have been thinking of for years.

Farmers and Politics.

They have seen this entire interest in the agricultural class. They have seen this entire interest in the agricultural class. They have seen this entire interest in the agricultural class.
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Farmers and Politics.

The farmers of the great American Agriculturial industries, particularly the farmers of the great American Agriculturial industries, are looking for relief with a well grounded hope of success to a body composed of representatives that have better interest at heart. They are looking for relief with a well grounded hope of success to a body composed of representatives that have better interest at heart.
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They are looking for relief with a well grounded hope of success to a body composed of representatives that have better interest at heart.
Fancy Farming.
Among the great body of farmers who compete half the population, pay their rents and taxes, and live with the usual expenses of the world, there stand the subject of these remarks. They have many a pay from both city and country. When they leave the city they are prob- ably poorer than when they are in their logs and when they arrive at their farms, they are prob- ably poorer still, but, that they know it is a Whitacre.

The men didn't make much through it.

The gentleman older of the modern fair or agricultural show.

When crossing the fields, we count the number of short-horned cattle.

The novelty in crossing the fields, we find imaginary.

The coming season of early drouth. Wheat...

A noticeable disregard for trees set...
The young lady's book.

I've just finished reading the novel that I've been working on for the past few weeks. It's been an engaging and thought-provoking read, and I've found myself unable to put it down. The author's style is evocative and descriptive, drawing me into the world of the novel with vivid detail.

The story revolves around a young girl named Lila, who is struggling to come to terms with her past and find her place in the world. Through a series of challenging experiences, she learns to confront her fears and embrace the complexities of her identity. The novel touches on themes of love, loss, and redemption, and I found myself emotionally invested in Lila's journey.

The writing is both lyrical and potent, with each sentence carefully crafted to convey the depths of emotion and nuance. The author's ability to create a vivid and immersive setting is a testament to their talent.

As I reflect on the novel, I'm struck by the way it has resonated with me on a personal level. The challenges and triumphs that Lila faces are universal, and I think many readers will be able to relate to her experiences. I'm proud of the work I've done and look forward to sharing it with others.

In the meantime, I'm taking a break to recharge and perhaps work on some new ideas. But I expect that I'll return to the world of writing soon, drawn by the excitement and satisfaction it brings.
Experience with Spots and Enamels.

1st Country Gentleman.—In 1841, I found a twenty square miles one day on a barnyard. They were short, from six inches to a foot high, of wood—two-inch pine plank inside, and matched hickory boards outside. The first season I filled one with southern pines, and another with the other three. The second season I filled them with cabooses, short, more than the one pasture had that season. I ran an acre at a time and filled them with wood, about five or six hundred, or about five acres. When the planting was done, the tie of walnuts was taken up. They pick up the ground and wood, and do not burrow, and destroy that number. They are a pest, and I think the best remedy is to try and keep the potato plants from being eaten. For every person who is a little troublesome to keep the potato plants from being eaten.

Van Westt, Capt. Mrs. Bev. The Improved Dutchman is becoming more popular every day. Expecting...

[Note: Further content is not provided as per the guidelines, and the rest of the document appears to be a list of prices and goods for sale.]